High dynamic range imaging (HDRI) by bracketing of low dynamic range (LDR) images is demanding, as the sensor is deliberately operated at saturation. This exacerbates any crosstalk, interpixel capacitance, blooming and smear, all causing interpixel correlations (IC) and a deteriorated modulation transfer function (MTF). Established HDRI algorithms exclude saturated pixels, but generally overlook IC. This work presents a calibration method to estimate the affected region from saturated pixels for a color filter array (CFA) sensor, using the native CFA as a matched filter. The method minimizes color crosstalk given a set of candidates for proximity regions, and requires no special setup. Results are shown for a 21-bit HDR output image with improved color fidelity and reduced noise. The calibration reduces IC in the LDR images and is performed only once for a given sensor. The improvement is applicable to any HDRI algorithm based on CFA image bracketing, irrespective of sensor technology. Generalizations to subsaturated and supersaturated pixels are described, facilitating a suggested irradiance-exposure dependent point spread function charge repatriation strategy.
| INTRODUCTION
Because interpixel correlation (IC) is sparsely treated in the body of previous work, with individual papers generally covering only selective relevant aspects, the introduction begins with an overview of the problem. The introduction continues with IC causes and remedies and finally ends pointing to the contribution of this work.
| Sensor interpixel correlation
IC in an image sensor is an undesired statistical dependence between sensor pixel outputs. In a sensor of nonzero IC, an increase of the irradiance in exactly one source pixel results in an overestimation of irradiance in the output of one or (most likely) several pixels, and an underestimation of irradiance in the output of the source pixel. These overestimations and underestimations lower the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the detected signal and worsen the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the sensor. Note, for imaging fidelity enhancement operations in general SNR and MTF are often opposite aspects, one is improved on the expense of the other. However, for low noise applications in general, minimizing IC results both improved SNR and MTF, which makes the minimization of IC particularly relevant when aiming for high fidelity imaging.
The term IC is not yet an established concept within the imaging science community. It is used only in a more informal manner, without a clear definition. Within this work, we define IC as an aggregate of six established distortion concepts from the image sensor literature: optical crosstalk, charge diffusion crosstalk, the so-called "brighter-fatter effect", blooming, interpixel capacitance, and smear. These concepts represent different laws of physics; they may include significant elements of nonlinearities and represent stochastic as well as deterministic correlation processes, all of which present challenges for analysis and reduction (decorrelation) of IC. It is worth noting that this work aims at being sensor technology neutral, even though the described concrete implementation has some technology specific details. No single technology in current use suffers all six distortion concepts mentioned above, but every technology may suffer from a majority of them. Therefore, IC has a complex, multidimensional character.
In Figure 1 , two neighboring pixels are shown, with the photon entry at pixel p 0 . Photons and charges ending up in the intermediate region, i 0 , only reduce the photon transfer (sensor efficiency), while photons and charges crossing over to the neighboring pixel, p 1 , also contribute to the IC.
Optical crosstalk may either be circuit-related scattering in the air-sensor surface boundary causing a photon to depart from the intended optical path and enter another pixel, 1 or optical diffusion or other lateral redistribution of photons within the sensor epitaxial layer or bulk, causing the photon to generate charge in the wrong pixel. 2 Charge diffusion crosstalk has two causes: the linear diffusion of charge within the sensor from the pixel where the charge is generated to another pixel where the charge is collected, 2 and the nonlinear brighter-fatter effect, which is a radiant energy dependent widening of the point spread function (PSF). 3 Blooming is caused by charge overflow from a full-well pixel into neighborhood pixel(s). 4 In Figure 1 , we symbolize this by an avalanche diode, D B , which is nonconducting in the back direction (no blooming) up to the avalanche voltage (blooming radiant energy), above which the diode is conducting (blooming). Note that the diode model in this illustration is conceptual and only describes blooming from p 0 to p 1 , that is, cases where the photon is entering pixel p 0 . Interpixel capacitance 5 is a coupling in CMOS and hybrid CMOS pixel arrays employing source follower pixel amplifiers. 6 Smear is due to both electrical and optical effects. Its main cause is a lateral diffusion of charges between the photosensor and the CCD shift register, but it is also caused by light piping underneath or directly through the light shields that may cover these registers. [7] [8] [9] Although interpixel capacitance and smear are caused by different physical processes related to two different technology platforms (hybrid CMOS and CCD, respectively), they are jointly symbolized here by one coupling capacitance C c . In literature, however, C c is usually related to interpixel capacitance only. 5 If the sensor is equipped with a color filter array (CFA) and/or a microlens array, those may be seen as an integral part of the sensor, and their influence on IC are thus seen as sensor-caused effects. This includes reflection, refraction and optical scattering as well as effects from possible void space between layers on top of the sensor. 10 IC according to the definition in this work characterizes only sensor-caused effects. Distortions before the sensor as caused by for example, the lens system and sensor housing veiling glare 11 are therefore not considered as IC. The IC generally decays strongly with pixel distance: components of IC such as the brighter-fatter effect may drop at a r -2.5 power-law rate, 12 r being the distance between two neighboring pixels.
The consequence is therefore small for conventional imaging with moderate dynamic range (DR) and contrast. For calibrated and radiometrically accurate sensors, and for HDRI and potentially high contrast imaging, the lateral extent of the IC may however influence the entire sensor, 13 which is of significant importance for the SNR and MTF.
| Implications of operating the sensor in saturation
The decorrelation of IC is a challenge already in conventional nonsaturated imaging, in part because several different laws of physics contribute to the IC as described above. The IC generally increases with charge accumulation, with the possible exception of interpixel capacitance where a nonlinear reduction of the coupling may occur with increased charge accumulation. 5, 14, 15 An increase has also been reported, 16 which complicates the issue further, but the interpixel capacitance definitely shows a nonlinear dependence on charge accumulation. Therefore, HDRI by bracketing, where the sensor is deliberately operated also in saturation, makes decorrelation of IC more challenging. Because of nonlinear effects, conventional linear deconvolution will fail to provide effective decorrelation of IC.
| Previous work
It is established knowledge that there is an interpixel spatial dependence, and the effort to reduce it using conventional linear signal processing methods is far from new. 17 The cited work concerns astronomy imaging of poorly sampled point sources using data matching by profile fitting of precharacterized small variable size PSF pixel masks to the measured response. This facilitates super-resolution in determining the position of the centroid and better accuracy for the brightness. The idea of preanalyzed multiple PSF traces as a function of sub-pixel position of a point source is similar to the present work, since the detailed PSF analysis provides information on how the neighborhood is affected by a local bright spot. It is also suggested that the mask may be applied for zeroing "the saturated pixels and their (likely) contaminated neighbors". 17 It remains unclear how to estimate the radiant power of saturated pixels without exposure bracketing, declipping 18 or other techniques. This is important, because the extent of the contaminated neighborhood increases with the radiant energy impinging on the saturated pixel. Poorer results were reported for cases having saturated pixels. 17 Another study 19 takes a more explicit and straightforward approach in specifically limiting the effect of blooming. Around a saturated pixel, a circular neighborhood is excluded, having a radius of three pixels motivated by empirics. The empirical knowledge of the three pixel distance is of limited general applicability, for example, if the sensor equipment, the HDRI implementation or the dynamic ranges do not closely resemble those in the study. A similar study 20 excludes the region affected by a saturated pixel by a two-pixel erosion around any saturated pixel value and studying cross-histograms identifying the outlier nonlinearities next to high-contrast regions. Although more general and based on the cross-histogram findings, the rationale for the exactly two pixel wide erosion remains undescribed. An existing method for HDRI lens flare removal 21 does not in a strict sense meet the definitions to be included in this study of IC effects, as lens flare is a pre-sensor defect. However, the mitigation method is relevant also for the decorrelation of IC and will be discussed further in section 5.3. HDR reconstruction has been described 22 based on a 5 × 5 pixel neighborhood adaptive filtering of LDR samples, taking into account if the centroid is saturated and letting the number of saturated pixels in the neighborhood influence the blending in order to "limit the proximity effects (e.g., leakage or pixel cross-talk on the sensor)". The algorithm is commendably ambitious in its analysis and decision rules. However, where proximity effects from saturated donor pixels to nearby recipient pixels are present, they will be reduced but not eliminated. A systematic overestimation error will remain in the output, because the proximity effect is always considered positive: only the recipient pixels are considered, while the saturated pixels are excluded. The blending in the algorithm's case 2:3 and the estimation in case 3:3, hence also the blending in case 3:4 will all overestimate a true (unaffected) output value. A generalized mosaicing method 23 fusing data from multiple views through an optical filter with spatially varying density also takes an ambitious approach in avoiding saturation proximity effects. Such effects may result in abrupt changes in the certainty function controlling the construction of a maximum likelihood (ML) pyramid, thereby causing artificial seams in the result. An introduced fuzzy classification rule for "saturation-associated" pixels mitigates these seams. "Low" and "high" saturation control and separate isolated high radiant energy pixels having high certainty from "saturation-associated" pixels with low certainty. This certainty measure defines the pixel weight controlling a feathering effect that mitigates the seam. 23 The ML pyramid assumes pixels to be independent (note 13 in the reference), but subsaturation crosstalk, which is present in all physical sensors, makes that independence assumption invalid. This means that the effect of "saturation-associated" pixels will not be fully eliminated. In addition, due to the introduced control parameter "low saturation", high contrast regions affected by saturation proximity effects causes pixel values below "low saturation" to remain undetected, which will cause errors in the result. A generic image fusion approach, as described already in 1993 24 , may have a potential also for the decorrelation of IC. The algorithm uses a local contrast dependent choice of either pixel selection or averaging. Minor generalizations of the neighborhood analysis and of the process steps, most importantly a saturation rejection, would make it applicable for IC and HDR reconstruction with improved fidelity.
A method to avoid vignetting caused by a change of aperture 25 may similarly be effective for the decorrelation of IC, with minor modifications. The method compares pixel radiant energies for a set of LDR images with varying exposures irrespective of position, whereby outliers are identified and excluded. With only small changes in the algorithm, it may instead detect IC. The challenge would be to define effective outlier criteria. Early attempts to model and reduce color crosstalk simplified the problem by handling for example, only one color channel of the tri-chromatic CFA. 26 However, the continuing trend of reduced pixel pitch requires more effective and robust methods for color crosstalk reduction. A generalization of a shading correction algorithm achieves a generalized calibration of not only color crosstalk, but also minor mismatches due to micro-lens and imaging lens defects, reducing color noise. 27 It is possible to separate a quantum efficiency (QE) characterization of a CMOS sensor with a CFA into effects from the color filters and the bare sensor QE. 28 This includes color crosstalk due to pixel neighbors of a different color. The characterization principle is developed further by configuring tailor-made CFA having spatially repeating 5 × 5 pixel evaluation clusters, with each cluster center pixel in one color and the neighborhood pixels in a single different color. 29 By using different two-color configurations, the more varied color configurations of a traditional CFA were characterized. A monochromatic illuminator was used to facilitate more detailed study of QE and the color crosstalk dependence on the depth position within the sensor. 29 Color crosstalk models and simulations are generally considered in the design, construction and verification of new sensors. 10 Modified CFA configurations have been presented, which reduce the color error and SNR deterioration due to color crosstalk relative to a conventional Bayer configuration. 30 This in-depth analysis also includes sensitivity studies for sources of error, as well as characterizations of metamerism.
Reducing the effects of interpixel capacitance by deconvolution is suggested in the literature, 31 but even fairly low levels of noise in the input make the implementation challenging, 32 as the deconvolution is a de-facto high-pass filtering in the presence of noise. 33 The radiant energy dependence of the PSF due to the brighter-fatter effect, has been reduced, but not eliminated, by simulating reverse charge shifts at the pixel level. 12 
| Remaining challenges
The majority of published methods for decorrelation of IC are limited to non-saturation operation, while the remaining ones ignore the non-saturation operation. An aggregation of methods to cover the full envelope of operation, saturation as well as non-saturation, appears nontrivial. With few exceptions, 12, [22] [23] [24] 32 the works described generally lack detailed descriptions and motivations for important algorithm decisions. This is understandable, as IC has not been their focus but rather is included as a secondary problem. The need for further research on the analysis and decorrelation of IC is apparent. It is desirable, but unquestionably challenging, to generalize the PSF to an irradiance-exposure dependent (IED) PSF able to characterize the described IC effects at an appropriate high fidelity. The subject of IC analysis and reduction related to conventional as well as HDR imaging is described more thoroughly by the author. 34 Because the described LDR problem of optimizing the SNR and MTF is inherently difficult, simplifications and approximations, including nonconventional approaches, are motivated to at least improve SNR and MTF performance and to gain knowledge. With the same motivation, in this exploratory first step, no rigorous SNR improvement analysis is made. Presented is an image comparison, before and after IC reduction, only. However, the visual comparison leaves no doubt concerning the notable and substantial improvement. Subsequent studies may then build upon the results to further improve IC decorrelation, advisably including also more rigorous SNR and MTF improvement analyses.
| Contribution
This work presents and implements a calibration method that facilitates the detection, analysis, and reduction of IC in the affected neighborhood of saturated pixels in the LDR CFA sensor images, thus improving the LDR SNR and, consequently, also the HDR reconstruction. The calibration method is novel as no special setup is needed, facilitated utilizing the sensor native CFA as a matched filter for IC detection.
Reflecting on the results, concrete suggestions for generalization are described to estimate and reduce both subsaturation and supersaturation IC, along with a final generalization to an irradiance-exposure dependent (IED) PSF, extending to supersaturation levels.
| PROBLEM FORMULATION
Given a CFA HDR capture device imaging a static scene with negligible level of motion blur for the set of LDR exposures needed, we seek a method that specifically reduces the IC caused by saturation in the LDR images. Based on a defined IC error metric, the method is able to estimate the error and the affected environment using an appropriate test target.
The given HDR reconstruction is evaluated in terms of the visually apparent differences between using and not using IC decorrelation. To show the influence of the LDR improvements clearly, a deliberately simplistic HDR reconstruction algorithm will be used, inspired by an early HDRI algorithm 20 but without the ad hoc IC treatment.
The method has a potential for generalization to estimate and exclude subsaturated as well as supersaturated ICaffected environments.
| METHOD
A calibration method is introduced to estimate the affected region from saturated pixels for a color filter array (CFA) sensor, using the native CFA as a matched filter. The method minimizes color crosstalk given a set of candidates for proximity regions.
The method is general and requires no special setup. However, to test and verify the method for a challenging input, an existing goniophotometric measurement system was utilized, consisting of an illumination system, a cylinder-shaped sample holder and a camera. The setup is configured such that part of the image area provides specular reflection, while other parts provide bulk reflections. These two reflection modes, including an in-between transition region, represent a large difference in reflectance levels and require HDRI. The illumination system is a halogen white light and a telecentric lens (Sill optics TC55). The imaging system consists of a telecentric lens (Sill optics T30/0.375), a near-IR blocking filter and a 12-bit CCD, non-cooled, anti-blooming Bayer CFA camera (Vosskühler CCD1300-QCB) delivering raw, non-demosaiced pixel information.
| Sensor calibration
The sensor values were subtracted by the per-pixel bias frames for the exposure durations used, in this work 1, 2, 4 … 1024 ms, 11 durations in all. Imaging a constant flat field scene with varying exposure durations, the sensor response is plotted in Figure 2 . The response is very close to linear. This is the only calibration required to execute the proposed IC decorrelation algorithm.
In general, it is preferable to also perform absolute calibration of HDR irradiance 35 information. Doing so would be fully compatible with the work presented, but was not performed. Hence, the experimental measurements are referred to as "intensities", where the general reasoning instead refers to the radiometric values.
| HDRI-IC contaminated
Using a deliberately simplistic but functional algorithm for HDRI, selecting the highest per-pixel nonsaturated value from the set of exposures and a subsequent bilinear demosaicing, two different test targets were imaged: a high-gloss plastic label and a matt uncoated office paper. The images contain a wide dynamic range from high radiant power specular reflections to low radiant power bulk reflections, see Figure 3 . Note, an achromatic original reproduced under demanding conditions in terms of dynamic range or contrast is indeed a significant test of a color imaging system. Only a high performance imaging system (hardware and software) will reproduce the achromatic original without color tint. Indeed, analyzing the two plain white areas on the left and right hand side of the barcode in Figure 3 , banding and color tints are apparent in what should ideally be smooth achromatic gradients across the curved samples. This is largely due to IC contamination, which will be further discussed in section 3.3. Comment: note the inclined banding in the upper left corner in Figure 3 which is a consequence of an unintended and undesirable illumination inhomogeneity. An ideal illumination without this inhomogeneity would have caused a horizontal banding, similar to the other bandings in the figure. This undesirable imperfection of the illumination do however not influence the statistical analysis of the color data or the implied other conclusions described in the following, as the purpose of the motif is to yield a HDR input of varying achromatic reflectance, which remains true despite the imperfect illumination.
The RGB values for all the pixels within these two white areas are plotted in Figure 4 . The image in Figure 3 , was white balanced for presentation, but Figure 4 shows the unscaled sensor values. Given the homogeneous test targets and the linear sensor, an image free from IC contamination would have shown a range of achromatic intensities plus noise, that is, data points clustered around a straight line in the 3D color space. This is not the case in Figure 4 : streaks, gaps, and irregularities are clearly visible in the point cloud. facilitate the detection and characterization of IC. Assuming a point source input, the source (donor) pixel will decline in value due to IC, while the neighboring (receiver) pixels are increasing in value. The CFA causes the modification to potentially operate across different color channels, depending on the CFA configuration. For a Bayer sensor, we note that the four-connectivity neighbor receiver pixels are all of different colors than the donor pixel. Thus, the Bayer CFA provides something akin to a template matched filter for detecting and characterization of the IC. The declining value and the set of increasing values all contribute to the deviation in pixel color vectors. IC can thus be detected as the donor pixel decline and the receiver pixels' value increase, both separately and as a combined effect, which makes for a sensitive filter.
Generally, the color deviation will be at its strongest for a sub-pixel source (approximating a point source). For a bright area of larger spatial extent against a darker background, the strongest color deviation occurs at the bright-to-dark transition, that is, the edge. However, the effect occurs for any non-flat field, that is, any image with contrast. The experiments presented below use the gradients of the white regions in Figure 3 as input, which give satisfactory results.
The IC may extend beyond the closest four-connectivity neighbors, somewhat reducing the selectivity of the matched filter, but assuming the IC is monotonically declining with distance in any given direction, the described matched filter characteristic will essentially remain valid.
The combined CFA and spectral sensitivity differs between color channels, causing the described matched filter characteristic to be further improved. For an achromatic input, the most sensitive channel will donate more than the other channels. If a donor pixel is of the most sensitive channel, the 4-connectivity neighbors have lower sensitivities, and the receiving values are amplified in post-processing. This causes IC caused color deviations to be amplified, which further facilitates the IC detection and characterization. In Figure 4 , the color data deviates substantially from the ideal achromatic straight line. Distinct cluster branches along the principal coordinate directions occur at a spacing of powers of two, corresponding to saturation levels of the LDR images. Note, however, that all saturated LDR pixels are already excluded, and the defects are due to secondary IC influence from saturated donor pixels to neighbors.
| Defining and evaluating candidate regions for IC influence
To characterize the region of IC influence, we define candidate regions of various shapes and extensions and evaluate them in an optimization process. Choosing candidates deserves some consideration. The IC is a consequence of at least six distortion components and different laws of physics, as described in section 1.1. Without specific prior knowledge it is difficult to foresee one particular shape and extent of the region being more likely than another. Instead, we choose candidates differing significantly in shape and size, to make a broader search. The goal is to have enough candidates to cover a wide range of shapes with reasonable density, such that the detected best candidate is close to the global optimum.
The optimization criterion is the minimization of the mean square color distortion in RGB space after HDR reconstruction, as evaluated for each of the candidate regions of Figure 5 . The distortion is measured as the orthogonal distance from the achromatic line, see Figure 4 . The achromatic line, in turn, was characterized by linear regression analysis, using singular value decomposition (SVD) to determine the principal component (highest variance).
More formally: let A 2 R m × n , m rows of test samples (corresponding the pixels defining the previously described two plain white areas on the left and right hand side of the barcode in Figure 3 ) of a n dimensional color space (RGB yield n = 3).
, be the information detected by the sensor, where the additive noise E includes interpixel correlation (IC) and other sensor noise. Using SVD to decompose A
where U and V are orthogonal matrices of sizes m × m and n × n respectively, and Σ = diag(α 1 , α 2 , …, α n ) is a diagonal matrix of descending order singular values of A such that α 1 ≥ α 2 ≥ … ≥ α n . The number of nonzero singular values defines the rank, r, of A, where r ≤ min (m, n). Ideally our monochromatic test areas A have a first singular vector (1, 1, 1)×3 -1/2 only, corresponding to achromatic and neutral gray (the factor 3 -1/2 for normalization). That is, α 2 = α 3 = 0, and rank(A) = 1.
However, we detect B including a nonzero E, causing rank(B) = 3 reflecting the detection is not monochromatic, but includes undesired color tints. By instead using SVD on B, B ¼ U B Σ B V T B , the singular value β 1 and corresponding (ie, first) singular vector of V B defines the orientation of maximum variance of B. By assuming that the orientation of the maximum variance of B corresponds to the orientation of maximum variance of ideally our monochromatic test areas A, we define an estimate of E:
where k•k F is the Frobenious norm, Σ B r is diag 0, β 2 , …, β n ð Þ, that is, singular value β 1 set to zero and thereby keeping only the residue of B, after elimination of the first singular vector . E and hence Ê are dependent on the candidate regions of Figure 5 . Aiming for a small Ê, an unfavorably large elimination region will cause the HDRI reconstruction to be ineffective, due to unnecessary pixel eliminations, hence unnecessary high quantization and other sensor noise. A too small elimination region will cause an unnecessary high IC, and the IC will dominate the total error Ê. This optimization is further explained in the next section 3.5. By evaluating Ê for each candidate region of Figure 5 we identify the region corresponding to the minimal Ê.
The candidates regions which were evaluated are shown in Figure 5 . The patterns of white pixels define the neighborhood to exclude around a saturated center pixel. The ordering, left-to-right, top-to-bottom, is in order from worst to best. The null 1 × 1 neighborhood, where only the saturated pixel itself is excluded, is at the top left. The error measures in the figure are the mean square deviations from the achromatic line, in relation to the same error metric for the null neighborhood.
Among the regions tested, the most effective to reduce the color distortion was the 5 × 5 square, in the lower right corner in Figure 5 , circumscribed by a gray rectangle. This region was used in the following calculations. This is not necessarily the optimum. A more thorough search might find a better candidate. However, the error is roughly the same for similar regions, and the 5 × 5 square is sufficient for the algorithm to improve the HDR result significantly.
| IC reduction
The IC related errors are reduced by first excluding pixels around saturated pixels within the best candidate region according to section 3.4, and then performing the simplistic HDR reconstruction as before. Where a pixel in one LDR image is discarded, its irradiance will instead be estimated from a shorter exposure, replacing a sample with IC contamination by a sample with higher quantization and read noise. The objective is to find the best middle ground: a region small enough not to discard useful values, but large enough not to keep values strongly affected by IC. Optimizing on global SNR is a reasonable criterion to find the best middle ground.
| RESULTS
The results are twofold. First, we estimated a neighborhood of IC influence, determining where a saturated pixel reduces the SNR in the HDR reconstruction and should be excluded. Pixels outside that neighborhood increase the SNR and should be included. The error measure was the color distortion in achromatic (white) image areas. Second, the estimated IC neighborhood and pixel exclusion were applied in an HDRI reconstruction to illustrate the visual impact of the pixel exclusion on the result HDR image.
The IC-reduced HDR reconstruction is plotted in Figure 6 (c.f. Figure 4) and imaged in Figure 7 (c.f. Figure 3) . The relative sensitivity of the color channels are compensated for in Figure 7 (as was done for Figure 3) .
Note that Figure 6 shows essentially a range of achromatic intensities plus noise, that is, data points clustered around the achromatic straight line in the 3D color space. This is in contrast to Figure 4 : where streaks, gaps and irregularities are clearly visible in the point cloud. The two plain white areas on the left and right hand side of the barcode in Figure 7 , show smooth achromatic gradients across the curved samples. This is in contrast to the banding and color tints apparent in Figure 3 .
In Figure 8 the exposure duration for each position is illustrated using the same motif as in Figures 3 and 7 . The highest radiant power specular reflections are imaged with the shortest exposures.
In Figure 9 , the IC reduced HDR reconstruction ( Figure 7 ) is shown again, using different intensity scale factors to illustrate in print the range of intensities captured better.
Notice that, the bluish tint in the lower part of Figure 9E , and to some degree also in Figure 9F , corresponds to significant amplifications. This indication of further potential improvement is the topic of next section and do not detract from the verified main novel work of this study.
| GENERALIZATION OF IC REDUCTION
The estimated IC neighborhood is an average, based on all saturated pixels under the illumination and exposure conditions represented in the set of LDR images. Hence the analysis did not address irradiance-exposure dependent (IED) IC. An IED IC neighborhood determined by a more rigorous analysis and estimation would reasonably result in a smaller IC neighborhood for lower radiant energies and a larger neighborhood for higher radiant energies, because most underlying causes of IC are exacerbated with increasing radiant energy. With such refined characterization, it would be possible to achieve better IC reduction while discarding fewer pixels. The generalizations are suggestions for future work to perform such refined characterization, using experience gained in the course of the current work.
First, we describe how to characterize IED IC neighborhoods, initially for subsaturation, then for supersaturation. Then, a more advanced generalization is suggested to replace the crude, qualitative "keep or discard" strategy for LDR pixels with an IED PSF, and perform a potentially more efficient decorrelation of the IC by a quantitative charge repatriation strategy.
| Generalization to multilevel subsaturation IC reduction
In order to generalize the findings to multilevel subsaturation IC neighborhoods, the candidate regions would need to be evaluated for a set of subsaturated irradiant exposures or sensor output digital numbers (DN), coarsely or finely spaced depending on ambition, using interpolation to cover intermediate levels. Properly characterizing the nonlinear IC effects may require analysis at many different DN levels, but the characterization may be fully automated. Of course, such more detailed characterizations would require more and better tailored calibration data, but still no special setup. A multilevel subsaturation IC characterization can be described as a 3D aggregate of individual 2D subsaturation IC neighborhoods.
| Generalization to multilevel supersaturation IC reduction
To generalize the method to multilevel supersaturation IC neighborhoods, the candidate regions would need to be evaluated for a set of supersaturated levels with the same clipped DN. The level of irradiance exposure of a saturated pixel may be estimated from a shorter LDR exposure of the pixel with nonsaturated values. If saturated values appear in the shortest exposure, declipping 18 may be applied. The reported range extension potential for declipping is about 5σ for the noise in the signal. Past this level, clipping is beyond salvation using the described approach. The resulting multilevel supersaturation IC neighborhood may be represented as a 3D structure and aggregated with the 3D multilevel subsaturation IC neighborhood, described in section 5.1, to a general multilevel IC neighborhood. This multilevel IC neighborhood defines, for the characterized range of pixel irradiance exposure below and above saturation, the spatial extent of pixels to exclude to reduce the joint negative effect of IC distortion, quantization noise and read noise.
| Generalization to an irradiance-exposure dependent PSF charge repatriation strategy
The binary decision to either keep a LDR pixel value for further processing or to discard it for being too contaminated by distortion and noise, may be refined further by addressing two residual sources of error. First, signal will be lost in the elimination of the IC affected neighborhood. This signal may be salvaged if the neighborhood is instead characterized and processed. Second, pixels outside the neighborhood are processed as if free from IC, which is not correct as IC also influences more distant pixels. This influence may be reduced if the IC effects for more distant pixels are characterized and used to process data differently. Generalizing the multilevel IC neighborhood into an Irradiance-Exposure Dependent (IED) PSF hence has a potential of gaining SNR within the IC neighborhood as well as outside this neighborhood.
This quantitative characterization requires a special test motif and a more controlled collection of larger amounts of calibration data. Measuring a radiant point source, it is possible to characterize the detailed shape of the IC influence, similarly to a conventional PSF characterization. For a CFA sensor, the influence of an imperfect point source may be reduced by spectral matching of the source to the CFA channels to evoke a response predominantly in a single color channel. This is another example of the CFA being used to facilitate the IC analysis.
Pixel-individual variations may motivate pixel-individual characterization or, less ambitiously, at least characterizing different sets of pixels. Multiple characterizations may be performed in parallel, provided that the IC influences from different point sources do not interfere. One possible test target would be a light blocking foil with an array of pinholes.
Using this set of point sources and making sure they hit pixels of all color channels with a dense enough distribution on the sensor, the multiple different subsaturation excitations described in section 5.1 and the multiple different supersaturation excitations described in section 5.2 together facilitate an IED PSF characterization.
The IED PSF opens up for what may be named a "charge repatriation strategy", with the objective of decorrelation of multilevel subsaturation and supersaturation IC. The purpose of the repatriation is similar to a linear PSF deconvolution, that is, to undo the impact of the PSF, but a repatriation strategy for decorrelation of IC would also consider the nonlinearity and the supersaturation aspects of IC.
A published method for HDRI lens flare method 21 may inspire a design of a repatriation strategy. The method is restricted to subsaturation correlations, performing a PSF analysis for one exposure and assuming the effect is linear, which is reasonable in the given context. In addition, the PSF is assumed radially symmetric, 21 whereas the IED PSF in the present work can attain arbitrary shape. Nevertheless, an arbitrary shaped IED PSF should not add further challenges compared to the algorithm referred to, 21 besides the main problem of incorporating the irradiance exposure dependence. The IED PSF characterization may be facilitated by HDRI exposure bracketing. As each position is sampled at different exposures, this may be described as an overdetermined equation system, albeit with noise and IC. The relative influence of read noise, quantization noise and IC distortion will vary with irradiant exposure, such that the noise will dominate the low irradiant exposures and the IC distortion will dominate the high irradiant exposures. This will cause sensor IC to increase with exposure, resulting in a characteristic and predictable IC related color tint that facilitates the IED PSF characterization and optimizations of repatriation, and hence a potential SNR improvement in the HDR reconstruction.
| DISCUSSION
The most effective region to reduce the color distortion was the 5 × 5 square, among the candidate regions tested. This may indicate that the IC to a considerable degree stem from crosstalk (charge diffusion or light scattering), prone to be more circular-symmetric in distribution, than from blooming, prone to be more column oriented. If true, it would indicate the anti-blooming functionality of the CCD sensor being effective up to the radiant exposures evaluated, as blooming is often a challenge for this sensor technology if not equipped with anti-blooming functionality.
The approximately circular footprint is also in agreement with previous results for one aspect of IC, the brighter-fatter effect, 12 where the closest neighbors show an anisotropic correlation but the further reaches of the effect are isotropic. The minor deviation from an isotropic shape in the current work may be a consequence of the configuration of the Bayer mosaic. Omitting the corners of the 5 × 5 pixel square, the lower right corner in Figure 5 , circumscribed by a gray rectangle, the optimal IC neighborhood in this study, corresponds to a more isotropic shape, the lower left corner in Figure 5 , circumscribed by a gray rectangle. However, this would also keep pixels of the same color channel as the sensor position causing the saturation, which may be the reason for the inferior performance compared to the 5 × 5 square. Also, the data set used in this study was fairly small, and the optimization was performed on all saturated pixels irrespective of irradiant exposure. More experiments would be needed to determine the definite optimum. In addition to the three generalizations presented, section 5, a detailed characterization of IC may also be resolved in terms of position in the sensor focal plane, similarly to crosstalk 37 and PSF 17 characterizations. The optimization may further be performed for each color channel individually, as it is reasonable to assume the IC being spectrally dependent due to contributions from spectrally dependent optical crosstalk. 4 There are other findings worth mentioning which are relevant to the understanding of IC, although their applicability is not immediately obvious. Janesick comments on page 144 in his reference book 38 that pixel crosstalk at saturation acts as an averaging filter, causing an apparent reduction of noise. This is important not only when estimating the noise level, but also when characterizing sensor gain by the commonly used photon transfer curve method, or performing any other noisedependent characterizations. Although more pronounced at saturation, the effect is present also at subsaturation. Cross-histogram (joint histogram, 2D-histogram) analysis may be useful to gain a deeper understanding of IC. The discrepancy between the sensor output relations for different exposures, 20, [39] [40] [41] referred to as "widening ridge" in crosshistogram terms, illustrates one aspect of IC, albeit not explicitly identified as a correlation effect in the references. Interpixel charge transfer effects have been introduced to explain image deterioration in x-ray astronomy. 6 Although lacking references by others, the effect may be of relevance to refine the characterization of the IC into its sensor-caused subcomponents, such as for example, charge transfer. Although the interpixel capacitance and the PSF widening as described in section 1.3 may be mitigated by other methods, 12, 31, 32 our presented method adds the ability to reduce the IC effect also of saturated pixels in a controlled manner, hence potentially widening the useful range of irradiance exposures. Established HDRI algorithms implicitly reduce aspects of IC, but run the risk of losing or distorting information as a negative side effect. The complexity of IC at subsaturation as well as supersaturation, having different physical causes and exhibiting nonlinearities, makes it particularly problematic to adapt the workarounds of established HDRI work to mitigate an identified distortion at its source. A tailor-made IC reduction method that follows the best practice in signal processing and operates directly on the systematic errors in the LDR data set will have a higher potential of effectiveness in terms of reducing correlation-related errors. This in comparison with a less specific signal processing methods of established HDR reconstruction algorithms. This, irrespective of whether the less specific algorithms are based on design and optimization of weight functions, operating jointly with the HDR reconstruction, or applied as post-processing. Consequently, the present work shows a substantial decorrelation of the IC even with fairly simple means, by attacking the specific problem at the source in a manner clearly motivated by analysis.
Inspiration for methods to reduce IC may be found in other fields than HDR imaging, as related further to by the author. 34 The presented work may be applicable to a wider field of HDRI, including both exposure fusion and radiant power calibrated applications, and also to non-HDRI applications, for example, Wide Dynamic Range sensors and conventional imaging. In sensor design, IC resilience is always an optimization with competing characteristics.
The algorithm introduced in the current work is a preprocessing strategy to mitigate IC in the LDR images. Established CFA HDR reconstruction algorithms that either do not consider IC, or perform the IC reduction less effectively, may adopt the proposed method as a preprocessor without a need to otherwise modify the HDR algorithm, yielding a higher SNR irrespective of the HDR reconstruction algorithm used.
The algorithm presented has been implemented in an industrial security document imaging application 42 with HDR requirements.
| Limitations of the presented work
The rescaling of the sensitivity of the color channels is performed for the illustration purpose of Figure 3 and Figure 7 only, but not for the singular value decomposition with respect to the achromatic line. Depending on the application, it may be desirable instead to perform a rescaling first, for example, a white balancing based on visual importance of the color channels. It may have been more pedagogical to perform such white balancing prior to the optimization, because in this manuscript the application is for visualization, demonstrating the algorithm in images, which motivates a white balance calibrated optimization. However and most importantly: whichever calibration target that best suit the application at hand, the principal benefit and the algorithm presented remains otherwise unchained. Spectral crosstalk, 1 caused by chromatic imperfections in the CFA resulting also non-intended colors to pass, is neither detected as IC nor reduced by the present algorithm. Likewise, irradiance spectral variations within the spectral passbands of each of the color channel of the color filter array, will influence the diffusion crosstalk, hence IC, but will not be detected using the suggested method, including the generalizations. However, this influence is (a) limited to one (optical crosstalk) of the six described components of IC only, and (b) generally very limited on the overall optical crosstalk component, given the context described. Therefore, this limitation is likely of practical importance to only a most extreme and niche application.
